Modelling Irish History
A plastic modeller’s guide

Part III

If you have any comments or
want to contribute drop us a line
at info@paddypanzer.com
Note on the use of photos
The images used here which are not the
property of the author are reproduced
strictly for non-commercial research and private
study purposes as permitted under the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, as
amended and revised.

Welcome to the Third Part of Modelling Irish History.
Part III continues along the parameters we set out for ourselves in Part I
and II; modelling which tells part of the story of Ireland in miniature. I
am very happy to be able to welcome a slew of new contributors to the
Paddy Murphia family and it’s their contribution which forms the overwhelming majority of the material in the next 90 pages. I would like to
thank them here for their work and cooperation.

In part III we start out with Rob Pollock’s beautiful bust of one of wellington’s Irish red coats fighting in faraway Spain against an army that
ironically some years earlier had landed in mayo to fight against the
British Crown in the name of the United Irish men. Thereafter we pivot back to more familiar territory of the War of
Independence and the Civil War with the inspiring scratch-built work of our own Paddy McGannon. The ADRIC diorama
allowed us to delve more deeply into the dark chapter of spying, murder and reprisals. We move into the period of the
Emergency with a feature on John Healy’s beautiful Hawker Hind. The latter was a relatively low-profile IAC aircraft
which like its namesake proved to be as elusive in background information as fleeting in her service to the state. The
quality of John’s work, the kit and the aesthetics of the aircraft design however made it an irresistible inclusion here.
Then the shift through the sixties and early seventies is made showcasing the work of Keith Sherwood and just some
of his IAC models backed-up with a unique imagery from amateur home movies. The latter are to be found on the Youtube
channel PPDUB73 and feature a unique time capsule of Irish
(mostly) aviation subject matter form the late sixties onward. The
arresting photo of the IAC Vampire featured on the cover of Part III
has been sourced from here.
Then we move From Baldonnel to Mali and Chad and the amazing kit bash of Nick Haskell’s Ford Pickup into an Army Rangers
patrol vehicle. We close part III off by going deep on the IAC’s
Aerospatiale Dauphin II. Featuring four models, the work of
three modelers across two scales we have attempted to give the
reader insights into modeling this aircraft and the service of
these in Irish air Corps and thereafter. We end this piece with a
tribute to the four IAC crew men of 248 who died trying to help
others. In these dark days its important to remember the fundamental goodness of our fellow man but well being and freedoms are not for free and there is always a price to be paid.
We hope you enjoy reading this edition and be sure to send a
copy or the link to anyone who you think might be interested,
and keep an eye out for Part IV sometime next year around St
Patrick’s Day. Also Visit and support the IPMS Ireland show in
Lucan on September 24 and 25th 2022.

The Plastic Paddy Murphia

Keep safe and be good to one another out there
The Plastic Paddy Murphia.

I have the cuckoo

features Rob Pollocks 1:10 bust of Sgt. Patrick

Masterson at the battle of Barossa when the battle standard of Napoleon's 8th
Lignie fell into British hands.

No time for Trucers is Paddy McGannon’s 1;35 scratch-built Lan-

Hidden Gems and Modern Jewels showcases some of
Keith Sherwoods IAC builds using recent Airfix releases in 1:48 and 1:72. The
models are juxta positioned with some screen shots form amateur film footage
of the same planes form the 60’s and 70’s .

Power Ranger showcases Nick Haskells 1:24 conversion of the Meng
Ford Pick-up truck to make a very cool Irish Army Ranger Wing patrol vehicle.

cia Triota. The models drew inspiration from series of photos of fighting in
Dublin between the National Army and their former comrades who opposed
the Anglo-Irish treaty.

Dastardly Murders

is an 1;35 recreation of a series of photos of

members of F Company of the Auxiliary Division Royal Irish Constabulary in February 1921. Brian Kirwan.

The little Prince takes a look at Dave Wallace's lovely build of the
1:48 Kittyhawk kit and kicks off this extensive look at the IAC 365 EI Dauphin
in Irish service and thereafter.

Dangerous Corner features a 1;35 scratch-built Peerless armoured

Dauphin 1:72 meet the family

car by Paddy McGannon which saw action during the sea landings by the national Army against dissident Republican strong holds in Cork and Kerry .

first of two of four 1:72 Dauphins that served in the Air Corps. Brian Kirwan
fills out the collection with two Dream Model kits featuring them in the livery
of the Chilian Navy and the tactical colour scheme in which they were painted prior to sale Chile.

Elusive Hind is an examination of the Hawker Hind in Irish Air
Corps service on the eve of WWII which is known in neutral Ireland as the
Emergency . The article features John Healy’s 1:48 kit which is converted
form the beautiful AMG of the Hawker Hart.

Dermot Moriarty build the

Go Maidiris Beo
We close out with a small tribute piece to the crew of Dauphin 248 who
were killed on SAR mission in Tramore Co. Waterford.

“I have the Cuckoo!”

…..and the Peninsular War has been raging since for three long years back and forth across
Spain and Portugal. The port of Cadiz on the Atlantic coast in the south west of Spain is the
last Spanish port in Spanish hands but it has been besieged by the French. The British along
with Spanish and Portuguese troops mount a campaign to lift the siege. On the 5th of March
1811 and under command by General Graham a combined British and Portuguese force will
take on a force twice their size and win in a little place called Barossa. But failure to follow-up
allowed the French the chance to reoccupy their siege positions and Cadiz would remain under lock and key.
For the men of the 87th Regiment of Foot (Royal Irish Fusiliers ) it will be a time of hardship, loss and honour. But these are Wellington’s men, famously he called them scum of the
earth, men from Mayo, Wexford, Antrim, but also Newcastle and Durham. Farm labourers,
hopers, weavers, second sons, middle children, men born into nothing and heading towards
nothing. Now they have taken the King’s shilling, wear the Redcoat and fight in Iberia with
Wellington. Some of their fathers, uncles and older brothers might even have fought against
the Redcoats with Humpert’s French at Ballina or with the Wexford pikemen in New Ross and
Enniscorthy in ‘98. Now their loyalty is defined by the man they follow, their regiment and
most importantly of all, the other five men they share a cooking pot with every night. At least
if there is food.
Kehoe and Masterson of the 87th

Rob Pollock builds Stormtroopers
Miniatures 1/10 resin bust (sculpted by
Carl Reid), depicting Sgt. Patrick Masterson of the 87th Regiment of Foot (Royal
Irish Fusiliers), at the Battle of Barossa
during the Peninsular War.

During an bayonet attack on the French 8th Ligne positions during the battle of Barossa, Ensign Edward Keogh managed to get a hand on the prize, the regimental eagle standard presented by Napoleon to the regiment only to be shot and bayoneted by the French. Sgt. Patrick
Masterson had followed his officer into the skirmish and after killing several men he
wrenched the Eagle from the hands of its dying bearer, Lieutenant Gazan. Crying allegedly;
“Bejabbers, boys! I have the Cuckoo!”
It was the first Eagle captured by the British in the Napoleonic Wars and it is still in the regiment’s museum and the
name ‘Barossa’ added to the battle honor's of the 87th in
memory of their fallen hero's.
Enjoy Rob description of his painting of this bust of Masterson.

Rob Pollock builds the Stormtroopers Miniatures

Redcoats

1/10 resin bust
A weak mix of Prussian Blue and Burnt
Umber (oils) provides detail to the rims
of the eyes, with a touch of Cadmium
Red in the corners. It’s important not to
completely repaint previous areas when
applying highlights/lowlights, as the
graduation of skin tones between these
and the base colour will be lost.

This next photo was taken just after I applied the first coat of
Cadmium Red to the jacket, the paint thinned a little with
Artists Turpentine. I’ve also taken the opportunity to rework
the eyes a little, adding a little Titanium White to the eyelids
and the area just below and to the outside corners, to lift and
separate the areas more distinctly and make them look less
heavy. I daresay I will revisit more than one area before the
project is completed.

I noticed that after the application of the
various flesh tints and red-based shadows, the colour spectrum tended too
much towards red. I used a filter (about
8:2 water to paint) of Prussian Blue to
swing the colour range back a little. This
was applied in two coats, but discreetly,
not a complete wash everywhere.

The face colours are in fact fairly subtle, and perhaps would
benefit in future shots with a better lighting setup as we’re
moving beyond the basic coats now when the various areas
start to work with each other as a pallet.

The tongue, inside of the mouth, and
lips were treated with a weak wash of
Burnt Red. The teeth were HL with Titanium White, leaving the previously applied Burnt Red as shadow detail.

The construction of the bust is rather
simple and speak for itself. Painting
started after a base coat of grey. These
photos show the flesh areas with their
base coat (BC), and with Highlights (HL)
and Lowlights (LL) applied. This BC
should be a midtone, to allow the HL
and LL to work ‘against the mean’. I
used Vallejo Model Color (VMC) Basic
Skin Tone, with a drop of VMC Black
Red, thinned 50/50 with De-Ionised Water (DIW), applied in four coats, ensuring
not to allow any pooling in low areas. I
used a hair dryer on a low setting to
gently quick-dry the acrylic, and this also
seems to increase the matte effect.
The first three HL are the base coat mix
(BC – as above), with a drop of VMC
Light Flesh, thinned about 50% with
DIW. A further (fourth) HL is the Light
Flesh applied to to uppermost areas,
e.g., brow, cheekbones, bridge of nose.
This application is restricted to the
smallest areas as a ‘top note’. First LL is
Base Coat + Brown Sand at a 50:50 water to paint ratio. Second HL is BC +
Black Red, and the last LL is BC + Burnt
Red, but this last one only for deepest
wrinkles, nostrils, etc.

The hair was painted in a base mix of
Burnt Umber/ Naples Yellow/ Crimson
Red (oils), followed by a Lamp Black
wash. I wanted the hair to be a reddish
chestnut colour. I used a wash of Andrea Colors Red Ink, to bring out the
reddish hue, with VMC Ice Yellow as a
top note to selected areas.

A weak mix of VMC Beige Red brings a
little colour to the cheeks. I’ve washed
the sideburns with the weak mixes as I
was doing the face, to give a little
shadow detail, but these and the hair
will be painted properly next.
Tall hat Note that the Shako (tall hat)
is set a little askew, with the brim
more to his left, which will mean an
adjustment in the HL and LL, as they
wouldn’t fall the same across the brow
because of the angle of the hat brim.
In the last couple of shots, the Shako
has had a first coat of Paynes Grey
(oils) as the midtone. The Shako was
made of black felt with a glossy brim,
but naturally dead black wouldn’t allow further LL later.

While waiting a few days for the Cadmium Red to tack off, I
decided to bring forward the metalwork. I used Andrea
Black Ink to undercoat the eagle, flagstaff butt, pike butt
and point, shako plate and plume boss, and breast plate and
buckles. The eagle was then painted with a base of VMC Old
Gold, as was the plume boss. Plates and buckles mentioned
were painted with VMC Brass. Pike butt and point were
painted first with VMC Oily Steel, followed by Vallejo
Games Color Chainmail Silver. Everything had three coats.
I’ll add a little Chainmail Silver to the Old Gold to HL the
eagle, and the same for the plates except using Brass with
the CS. I think a judicious application of Andrea Black Dye
will offer a little shadow relief to the metalwork when the
highlights are complete.

The next photo show the Shako
completed; the brim or ‘peak’ is a
patent-covered board, and so finished in glossy black as opposed to
the felt of the main head piece.
The brass has had the same HL/LL
treatments as the eagle, but with
the Brass base rather than the Old
Gold. Note in the background the
flagstaff. As part of a formal regimental standard the staff would
have been embossed wood rather
than simply a varnished pole.

A couple of things happening here. I decided to change the laburnum wooden base for one a little less imposing. Also,
most of the main figure painting is complete, but I carefully coated the body with a thin application of Klear, as I wanted
to let a thin flowline of black ink follow along some of the edges to bring them out a little more. Once that’s done, everything will have a matte coat of varnish.
The haversack is painted VMC Flat Earth, with a selection of Andrea inks to give it a worn, soft appearance. The backpack is painted Tamiya NATO Black, and the bedroll is a dark grey. Both have been weathered, particularly the straps,
and as both are dark colours, I used Andrea Blue Ink in the deepest recesses. The pike staff is base-coated with VMC
Wood, ready for graining.

The Iron Duke
The Duke of Wellington or as he
became known the Iron Duke and
the Iberian army were seething
mass of contradictions . Arthur
Wellesley an Anglo-Irish general
and his army has become focus of
much attention in recent years.
The success of the TV series Sharpe
Shooters and the Cornel books
upon which they are based, have
raised the profile of the campaign
in Spain and the men who fought

in it. They have become subject of much contemporary
historical research.
In the seven years between 1807-1814 they would win
19th pitched battles , laid ten sieges, and took four great
fortresses they killed or wounded or captured up to
200,000 French. The cost was high with some 40.000
dying during his campaigns in Spain and Portugal.
The British Army up until the mid-1840’s had a very
large percentage of Irish soldiers, the figure of 40% is
often citied and this is also reflected in the number of
Irish regiments sent to Spain.

A total of 5 Irish regiments would serve “the bugger
with the big nose”
nose The 4th Royal Irish Dragoon Guards,
th
The 18 Hussars, The 27th (Enniskillen) Foot, The 87th
Prince of Wales own Irish regiment of foot and last but
not least the 88th Connaught Rangers.
Wellingtons was loved by his men but they had a complicated relationship Wellington famously calling the
army ‘’scum
scum of the earth ‘ after the sacking of Joseph
Bonaparte wagon train at the battle of Vitoria in 1813.
Wellington’s anger was not about the wholesale thievery and drunkenness but rather the missed opportunity

to deal the fleeing French a crushing blow. The phrase
used in a private letter was leaked to the press and it
caused quiet a stir.
16 years later and Wellington was Prime Minister and
became the driving force in pushing Catholic Emancipation through the House of Commons, fulfilling a much
longer commitment to improving the lot of his Irish
Catholic neighbors.

Aim Straight !
In my researches I came across as many as 6-8
different minor mods between vehicles so I followed the traditional and sound modelling practice
of finding a photo of a particular vehicle and building that.
So and luckily for me, the most photographed and
most interesting is the star of Walter Doughty's
series of Dublin war pictures, 01-9213 taken at the
corner of Henry St and O'Connell St in central Dublin, sheltering the crew of an 18 pounder field piece
shooting across at anti-Treaty insurgents in the
Dublin Tram Company's offices.
You can just see written on the front and side
plates "we have no time for Trucers" and " For
goodness sake, aim straight" The vehicle is quite basic and I hope it will prove a fast build.

Paddy’s scratch-built 1:35 Lancia Triota
The scenes of old comrades fighting each other in the streets of Dublin in the summer of
1921 were burned into the memory of a generation. These images helped define not
only the dividing line of the civil war but also for civil politics in southern Ireland for another
hundred years. The pro and anti-treaty stances of men at this moment would form the basis of party politics for the coming
generations.
But there was yet another divide; between those who had risked life and limb in the years before the Treaty and those who
flocked to the colours of the new National Army after the Truce. The phrase “We have no time for Trucers ” written in chalk on
the side of a Lancia was captured on film during fighting in
Dublin in the summer of 1921 . It was written by the truck’s
own squad. The Dublin Brigade of the IRA would form the
back bone of the new National Army and their loyalty to Collins and Mulcahy were critical to the survival of the fledging
Free State. It was they who drove out the anti-treaty forces
in Dublin and would carry the fight into Munster by land and
sea in the months ahead. The veteran resented the huge
influx of recruits into their army but without the latter the
Free State would never had had the manpower to effectively
repress the anti-treaty forces.
These pictures were the inspiration for a scratch building
project resulting in what is still a unique model of a vehicle
which surprisingly still has not been covered by main stream
model manufacturers. Paddy is going to show us how he
made his 1:35 Lancia Triota

Firstly I need to build the radiator and as the wheels were
coming from the Roden Rolls
Royce A/C kit the radiator can
come too. I added depth with
plasticard, a tube for the
starting handle and a radiator
cap from the Italerai jerry can
set,cut down,
The chassis members are plasticard, the suspension is from
the spares box and the unfortunate Roden Rolls Royce kit.
We will feature a build of this
kit at a later time (ed)

Building up the chassis was
straight forward. The RR
wheels were not my first
choice.I had originally arranged
to buy wheels from a German
company that makes a resin kit
of the 1/35th Lancia A/C built
on the same chassis but that
sadly fell through.
The RR wheels are the same
size I merely smoothed off the
wheel disks and added more
Grandt Line nuts.

T

he fuel tank is just plastic
cable conduit pipe cut
down with Evergreen end pieces
and frame, a strip seam and another Italerai jerry can cap for the
filler tube. The benches are again
Evergreen L section and Billings
wood strip. The two planks to the
left are also ships wood strip
edged with plastic strip. All of
these vehicles carried these stout
planks edged with angle-iron.A
favourite tactic was to dig a hole
or culvert out to stop the patrols
at selected ambush sites.I am told
that they made exiting the rear
door in a hurry
very hazardous indeed!
These vehicles often carried, besides the crews personal smallarms 2 or even 3 Lewis guns. I
wonder if it's possible to claim the
Irish invented the Gun-truck ! I
was lucky to get hold of an early
release of the Resicast Lewis and
as reported here it's a fine piece of
work.
Whilst buying my side and headlamps for this truck from ScaleLink I also picked up a couple of
sets of the P/E they sell with their
own Lewis kit. I then added a folded tri-pod, ring and rear sights.
I was also able to start cutting the
panels of armour plate out and
prepare for rivetting.

I

marked the 8 sections of armour
plate out in one long strip on a
new sheet of 20thou plasticard.

This ensures all the pieces have
the same height and the edges line up
accurately. I built a crude jig using
my hole punch and some plastic strip
to get the loopholes in the correct position and punched them out. It took
three attempts to get it right but its
important for the correct look.
Once this is done the sections are
numbered and cut out, then the rivets
are applied.
Using a scriber I engraved a continuous line 2mm along the inside edge of
each panel, then using dividers I
pushed the points into the plastic
along the scribed lines creating a
small dome on the outside. Then using a schools compass (these have
wider points for safety) I went over
the same ground and this gave larger
domed i.e. rivetted shapes on the
outside of the panel.
The rest of the construction is pretty
self explanatory and as you can see
form the in-progress photos this
builds up into a convincing Lancia.
You can almost hear the bullet whizz
past your head.

The Lancia Triota in Ireland
At the start of the Anglo-Irish War in 1920 the British Army purchased
several hundred Lancia Lorries, which they had also used in the Italian
Campaign, and had them converted to wheeled APC's by having the
Inchicore railway workshops just outside Dublin, add an armoured box
body. These were issued to British Army units and the Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC) including Black and Tans.
At the end of the war these were issued to the newly formed Royal
Ulster Constabulary (RUC) and large number were handed over to the
new Irish ( Free State) National Army to use at the start of the Irish Civil
War. In many ways the Lancia and the Rolls Royce Armoured Cars would
be the enduring image of these times. They remained in service the Irish
Army till the 1930's and with the RUC till 1967.

Despite their numbers and widespread use in Ireland as a whole there
are only three left in the world.
An original RUC machine was restored by the PSNI workshops at Carrickferrgus and is now on display at the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.
Another was sold at auction several years ago and is believed to the the
one in the Miltary Museum outside Rome.

Bête Noir

W

ith low slung pistol, a Lewis gun in one hand and
a Gold Flake cigarette in the other; the image of
this British Auxiliary captures the Wild West
mood of revolutionary Dublin in 1920/21. These series of pictures
formed the basis of a small vignette of what Gen. Major Hugh Tudor’s
called special Gendarmerie but were better known by other names.

Tudor’s hard men in black ..

Dastardly Murders!
Mid morning Saturday February 5th 1921 and the news came through to
Dublin Castle that there was a shooting over on the Northside. Word was
that it was one of their own who had been hit.
Earlier that morning Lance Corporal MFP John Ryan had left his lodgings on Railway Street and made the
short walk to Hynes Public House 19th Lower
Glouchester Place. It was his custom to do so.
Ryan, 48 an Irish man had served with the 8th
Hussars and was described as member of the
Miltary Foot Police. He was also believed by the
IRA to been an informer for Dublin Castle. His
sister Becky Copper ran a brothel and Shebeen in
nearby Corporation Street. ‘Shankers’ Ryan was
a part of Dublin’s post-war underworld and history was about to drop him onto her pages.
He had entered the premises sometime after 10
in the morning possibly with his brother–in law.
His movements had been observed by members
of the Dublin IRA. They were there to kill him. Three months earlier on the eve of Bloody Sunday, Ryan had
apparently put a call into the Castle tipping them off to the night hide-out of Dick McKee, Peader Clancy on
Glouchester Street just down the road from Hynes Pub. These men were key leaders in the Dublin IRA (2nd
Battalion).

It was part of their security measures to sleep at different addresses every night. On the night of the 20th
November 1920 apparently Ryan used chalk to mark the front door for the Auxiliaries who raided the
house in the early hours of Sunday morning 21st November 1920.
Within 4 hours the IRA would carry out the
pre-planned assassinations of 15 members of
the British spy network in Dublin. In the ensuing chaos of Bloody Sunday, McKee and Clancy
and a third man (Clune) would be killed in police custody (see photo). Ryan was identified
early on as the probable source of the leak. 3
months would pass before IRA Intelligence
would give the green light for the assassination.
Ryan had entered the bar and was apparently
checking out the days racing program in the Byrd newspaper. IRA operatives Stapleton, Kennedy
(Intelligence Officer) and a third man entered around 10.30 am. Ryan had not taken no notice of them
entering. Kennedy engaged with him and when he confirmed him as Ryan they shoot him 4 times; once in
the head and three times in the body.
The 48 year old unarmed man fell to the floor bleeding profusely, bullets also having lodged into the bar
and mirror. Kennedy et al left the bar heading for North Great Charles St. with a back-up team covering
their flight. Ryan was dying but was initially brought to Jervis Street hospital but was dead on arrival. His
body was moved by a members of an Auxiliaries unit to Dublin Castle. It is this unit which feature in the
series of well know photos of “Black and Tans ” taken on the morning of the 5th February 1921 and are
now part of the Hogan Wilson Collection. These men are from Auxiliaries Division Royal Irish Constabulary (F Coy) stationed in Dublin Castle. They were part of a larger group numbering somewhere 40 in total. Two days later other members of F Coy would be involved in deaths of two IRA men whom they summarily executed
and dumped the
bodies in
Drumcondra. In
the Dublin of
1920-21 the
streets were
mean and men on
both sides were
hard men. They
played hard,
fought hard, killed
and died hard.

T/C Lewis Gunner, ADRIC ( F Coy. ) Dublin
This evocative image and subject of W.D. Hogan’s photo (HOGW 12 ) was
the starting point of the diorama. It featured on page 3 Irish Independent
7th February 1921 and was taken at about noon on the morning of the 5th
with the sun due south forming shadow behind the gunner. He also appears
in the another of Hogans photos and is the man second from the right in the
group photo.
He is dressed in non-standard issue long overcoat, hemmed wood tweed
trouser and low quarter shoes, the Balmoral atop his head, army belt and the
low slung Smith and Wesson holstered close to his knee all the while dragging on a cigarette while holding a loaded Lewis gun. What an image ! Peaky
Blinders without the peak..
He figure was made based on a figure from MinArts (now Revell)1;35 Anzac
Infantry 1915 kit (Revell 02618). The poise out of the box was close but he
would have to lose the shorts and gain an overcoat. The latter is made using
a cider bottle wrapper with a dimple pattern over the figure and fitted with
buttons. I haven’t been able to identify this man with certainty and have decided to call him Temporary Constable Lewis because of his weapon.

Photo: National Library of Ireland (Hogan-Wilson Collection).

T/C Whitburn ( ?) ADRIC ( F Coy. ) Dublin
I had identified this man tentatively as T/C Whitburn based on these photos and on IRA intelligence photobooks held by the National Museum. He
appears alongside Swaffer in one of these photobooks. His build, hair colour, relative age and the fact that he is one of only a few pipe smokers
amongst the group helped. Whitburn is in F Coy early 1921 but unfortunately he appears to have only entered service a week after this photo was
taken. An alternative id is that of Capt. Bertram William Pearce Florey platoon leader of F Coy at this time. The photos were Florey is identified are of
poor quality. David Grant’s website theauxiliaries.com/ is a treasure throve
were I could check and cross check facts and dates.
Regardless of his identity his appearance makes him an interesting modelling subject. The riding pants with the high socks, officers tunic, the double
pistols on his waist and the ubiquitous pipe give his figure a very striking
figure. I again I used a mix of MiniArt’s WWI British Infantry sets to model
Whitburn. His riding pants were adapted using Evergreen and Green Stuff
to give the characteristic wings. The Balmoral was Milliput over Evergreen
sheet formed into the basic shape and the distinctive cap badge of ADRIC
was fashioned with a diamond of Evergeen and a button made with a
punch and die set. The orange color denotes F Coy as each regional ADRIC
had its own colour. And yes we made him a pipe ! Further modelling details
overleaf.
Photo: National Library of Ireland (Hogan-Wilson Collection

2nd Lt. Stanley D. Swaffer ADRIC ( F Coy. ) Dublin

Armed with a Winchester 1897 pump action shotgun he seems to be wearing
an officers tunic with low collar covered by a non-standard fawn overcoat. His
wears breeches cut trousers and leather gaiters over his shoes. The ever present cigarette and the Balmoral complete his outfit. He may be carrying pistol
under the coat. I used a mix of MinArts WWI British Infantry sets to model
Swaffer. I didn’t have any right arms for the pose in this picture but went with
a variation on the group photo were the shot gun is held at his side. Shirt and
tie were made using Green Stuff . I made the overcoat from wine bottle neck
packaging and cut to shape and folded where needed and some more Green
Stuff for the creases and give material a more natural look. I also pointed The
Photo: National Library of Ireland
shotgun was fabricated by modifying a Lee Enfield 303 using Evergreen and
Milliput. The cigarette was stretched sprue.
Hogan-Wilson Collection

Photo: National Library of Ireland Hogan-Wilson Collection

2nd Lt. Stanley Swaffer’s striking presence on this photo (HOGW 123 ) holding
a shotgun helped identify him in other photos were he was named. He shows
up in the famous Cario Gang photo and was noted by the IRA intelligence documentation as a member of the “murder gang”. Yes they knew who he was.
There doesn’t seem to be anything in his record to suggest his direct involvement in extra-judicial killings which F Coy most definitely committed. David
Grant’s website theauxiliaries.com/ tells us he was 22 in this picture and he
would live to the ripe old age 85. He served in the ADRIC between December
1920 and discharged in January 1922 on the dissolution of the ADRIC. He
spent a month of that time on sick leave but the particulars are not noted.

The identification of the members of this F Coy Section began when the location was confirmed as Hynes Public
House 5th February 1921 situated on the corner of what is now Sean Mac Dermot Street and Gloucester Place Upper. There were typically 8 men in a Section and there are only 7 in the photo. Identities for 3 are certain the rest
tentative or unknown.
2nd Lt. Stanley Dodd Swaffer, Lt Charles Lionel Whitburn RFC (?), 2nd Lt. Frederick Moore, Lt Richard Dentith , Lt.
D. McMahon O'Byrne DI.3(?), Mystery Lewis Gunner, 2nd Lt. Robert James Thomson (?).

Modifications and scratch-building
We see here some of the progress
on the modification to each of the
three figures using MiniArts (now
Revell) 1;35 Anzac Infantry 1915 kit
(Revell 02618). I used corks to fix
the figures as it makes handling
much easier.
Belts and overcoats are lead foil,
shirts and ties Green Stuff. Balmorals and other details is Evergreen
and putty. Weapons sourced from
various Tamiya and Mini Art figure
sets. The base is made of XPS foam
with the pavement and cobble
stones carved freehand and
roughed up using a ball of tin foil.
The edges were framed in balsa.

The pub doorway and façade were fabricated from
Evergreen and Greenstuff
and copies of the decorative posts were cast in resin. The corner of the building was made of XPS foam
and cut off just above the
doorway.
This vignette was placed
into an antique cigar box
bought from an on-line
auction site and the base
measured to fit. And then
it was time to paint……...

Details such as the shore and drain
were sourced from Mini Art set
35530.

Dastardly Murder!

Dastardly Murder in a Public House !

A dangerous corner!
Irish National Army Peerless in Passage West
Paddy McGannon’s 1:35 scratch-built
built project

The photo was taken opposite the post office at the corners of Strand Street / Railway Street /
Main Street in Passage West, Co. Cork.
NLI Ref.: HOG6

1922 summer landings in Munster
In the summer of 1922 the leaders of the new National Army were faced with a anti-treaty redoubt in Munster which challenged the position of the new government. InThere was a delay in taking the Peerless off the ship. The armoured car weighed 6 tons and was too
deed outside of Dublin, Munster is the heart of the revolution and the IRA were not going to give up their dream of 32 county Ireland.
heavy for the crane. They had to wait till the tide was at a level where the deck of the ship was in line
The options are grim; the anti-treaty forces are well organized , well led and well armed particularly after the raid on the high
gh seas of HMS XX carrying the contents of the
with the dock. The armoured car was then dragged off the ship.
British armoury in Cork. However in the four months since the treaty and the consequent stand off, Dublin has busied herself for a show down with her former comrades.
NLI Ref.: HOGW 26
The prospect of having to fight all across Muntser was unpalatable particular with the ranks of the new army filled with many raw
w recruits. These men represented a flood
of manpower signing up after the truce and were known to the old hands as Trucers. Mulcahy and cohorts decide upon a course of action
ction which is both daring and risky ;
the decision was taken to mount a series of maritime landings of troops behind the IRA lines and into heartlands of Cork and Kerry
ry while carrying out an advance through Waterford and Tipperary and on through Limerick.
A total of xx landings are planned and carried out in quick order in August of 1922. They would bring the 18 pounders, a clutch of Lancia's, Rolls Royce Armoured cars and at least one Peerless was onboard the Arvonia and photographed being landed. These well known photo of the Peerless involved in fighting in and around Passage West Cork were taken on the morning of 8th August and the upper most
st one was carried in the Sunday Independent of the 13 August with the headline “A dangerous corner” . The are now part of the Hogan Collection and curated by the National Library of Ireland and this was the inspiration for Paddy McGannon to build this 1:35 Peerless.
ss. Another unique piece in his Irish armour collection.

Sourcing the parts
The most difficult challenge for the scratch builder of this era is to source some of the
more unusual parts of the vehicle and this Peerless was no different. The issue to be
overcome were sourcing the right wheels; the Peerless was produced with two different wheels sets and while the standard wheels, can be done but these particular ones
are rather difficult to source XX.
Many people think a Peerless is just a Austin on a longer chassis but the chain drive is
unusual and has been impossible to find. A Peerless of this period; later summer 1921
will require decals for the markings, which are a mixture of National Army and British
Army ones. A set of decent 7.7 mm Hotchkiss M/Guns would be required to arms the
double turreted Peerless.
This build dates from the period of 2016 roughly and the very rich harvest of WWI armour kits available now to the modeller had yet to make an entry particularly in 1:35
scale. Indeed the 2021 release of the Mini Art Austin allows for sourcing of a lot these

parts but that is a story for another day. And last and certainly by no means least a half
-way decent set of drawings which I eventually sourced form Blueprint.com though
there are a number of other options.
The decals issue were partly solved by using markings from Joe Maxwells sheet XX
which features a number of 1:35 vehicles as well as Joe’s usual Air Corps subjects.

I was able to overcome the remainder of the drawbacks by extensive wandering over
the all-electric internet. The wheels were sourced form OOP 1/34th Die-cast Mack Bulldog in Devon. They were not a perfect match but close enough. Then I discovered scale
motorbike drive chain from HiroBoy the modelling Mecca for M/C modellers. An opportune purchase of a part-built Airfix Dennis 1/32nd Fire Engine on E-Bay gave me the
the 4 cylinder engine. Finally Magic Model in Russia do a 1/35th Brass Hotchkiss barrel
set for various WW1 tank kits.
So we were all set to jump into this. …….

Peerless Profile
Using the side elevation view of the drawings the basic
side profile of the Peerless was marked out onto Evergreen sheet (xx mm) and the same process was followed for the plan view. This gives the basic outline of
the upper casemate of the Peerless. The base plate and
central spine are all 30 thou plasticard. I cut out 3 identical spine shapes.1 for the center and 1 each left and
right sides, these to be fitted later.

Nice wheels man
The Peerless truck came with 2 sorts of wheels. Early models with wooden rim
and spokes; see the Bovington Tank museum example above right in green and
the later type with steel rim and spokes . The Blueprint.com drawing shows both
types. The Cork car has the latter.
As an aside the Airfix 1910 Type Bus has steel wheels but they (the rear set) are of
a unique Dennis type. So they should be fine for the Daimler trucks uplifted from
Guinness in 1916( see Part I of Modelling Ireland) or on the Dennis War Office
Subsidy 3 tonners' you often see trundling along, behind the flashier armoured
cars, full of cold,damp Tommies off to upset the locals. (God, the needle on my
NerdOmeter has just gone into the red).
On view here are views of the chain driven system used on the Peerless .

The turrets were made using plastic
electrical conduit from B&Q which are
exactly the same diameter as the turret
bases and that the connection fittings are
exactly the same as the turret tops in
1/35th.
For the turrets and pillars I used 25mm
electrical conduit and 30mm connectors
from B&Q, 20 and 30thou covers and 'O'
rings cut with an Olfa cutter, brass beads
from a craft shop and a MagicModels 7.7
mm Hotchkiss brass barrel. Finally some
5 thou sheet to take the rivets and for
skinning the pillars. When pushed together it starts to look as advertised.

Riveting
Having set up the construction lines with the
card profiles work on making up the upper
chassis continued ahead using the drawing
as guide to the detailing. The simple slab
shapes of these vehicles make them viable
scratch-building subjects.
The Evergreen sheet has been detailed with
a combination of Grandt bolts on the bonnet ;the black items in the photo here on the
left. Other rivet detail is made by the use of a
compass on the inside face of the sheet to
make an indent resulting on a rivet detail on the outside of the sheet. It’s
It a easy and quick way of making this detail.
Hatch details are fabricated from thinner Evergreen sheeting. As the armoured casemate was made to fit the Austin and the Peerless had a longer wheelbase the rear pat of the chassis sticks out the back. This is the easiest way to
distinguish the Peerless form her British cousin. Parallel to the work on the casemate the chassis was built up using
the frame, reinforced with flat section in the front to steady up the construction. The truck gearbox and wheels
were added for the final detailing. Then its just a question of fitting upper and lower halves together and that is it.

The Peerless armoured car owes its advent to a 1919 British Army requirement for armoured car. Post-war
Post
Britain’s colonial empire struggled with security needs and they needed mobile resources to do so. As a stop gap measure it was decided to use Austin body on suitable
truck chassis. The Peerless truck was a robust, chain-driven
driven chassis manufactured in Cleveland, Ohio which had been used in large
larg numbers
as lorries by the British Army during the war. In actual fact, the chassis was too long for the Austin body, leaving a good deal
d sticking out at
the back. In reality, it did not make a very good armoured car. It was too big, too unwieldy and slow while the crew got a rough
ro
ride on solid tyres. However, it was durable and quite a few were still in service when the Second World War began. Peerless armoured cars
ca saw service in Ireland, as food convoy escorts in London during the General Strike and with Royal Tank Corps Territorial Armoured Car
Ca Companies.
The departing British Army bequeathed amongst 7 to the new National Army who would keep it in service till 1932. A example of one of
these is still in the Curragh Military Museum in running order and there is also one in Bovington Tank Museum (UK)

Peerless Early Model

Want to build your own Peerless ?

1:72

When Paddy built this model there were no options on the market to
After G.W. Lacey
kit-bash a solution so he went the scratch-built route. In 2022 there
(1995)
are in both 1:72 and 1:35 scale a number of options based on the use
of the Austin casemate as a basis fitted to a longer chassis and with a chain-driven rear suspension.
Drawings:
I have digitized the original drawings used by Paddy
which are based on G.W. Lacey’s drawing form Armoured Car #29 May / June 1995 and scaled them
from 1:76 to 1:72 using the MB Austin Armoured
Car kit as a reference. A scan of the originals are to
be found on the Warwheels website under Peerless.
Interestingly enough I have spotted a few inaccuracies in the MB kit but they are small.
To scale these up to 1:35 scale follow the conversion table here. Blow up the drawing to 206%.
Overall dimensions

Peerless

It is also worth bearing in mind that the casemate
Length
might be common to both cars but they differ from
Width
each other significantly and these differences impact
the model in all three axis's. For comparison see the Height
primary dimensions of both as published by WikipeAustin
dia.

6.12 m (20 ft 1 in)

Length

4.9 m (16 ft)

Kits and sourcing parts

Width

2.03 m (6 ft 8 in)

2.23 m (7 ft 4 in)
2.77 m (9 ft 1 in)

In 1:35 the Mini Art 1:35. Austin Armoured Car No.
Height
2.84 m (9 ft 4 in)
39009 and 39016 are sources for the casemate and
many specialist parts and in 1:72 the MB Masterbox Armoured Car Austin Mk IV MB72008 is the obvious option.
In 1:35 wheels could be sourced form the old Airfix Type B bus or the Mini Art kit but I am not sure of the suitability.

S

torm clouds are gathering over
Europe and the Irish Free State
was in 1939 as unprepared for
war as many of her neighbors.
The outbreak of war would force the
Fianna Fail government into diplomatic
contortions to try an avoid being sucked
in the morass while trying to safeguard
her very novel but weak independent
status.
Germany posed no realistic physical
threat of invasion but the presence of Uboats operating off the coast would persist along with the allegations of collusion between Irish and German U-boats.
The fake news of 1940 was that U-boats
were refueling out of Kerry.
As detailed in the previous Volume II the
Air Corps dispatched her Walrus seaplanes and her Anson’s out to patrol the
coastal waters from Rhianna and Baldonnel. This would over a period of 9
months in the breakdown of IAC costal
patrol capacity.

The aircraft had good lineage, sleek lines
and was a pleasure to fly but represented
how quickly aviation design was changing. With her biplane layout the aircraft
had become obsolete. Ironically enough
if you imagine the Hind without her upper wing, you are looking at a sleek Hurricane .
Of the six aircraft delivered, three were
designated as trainers as they were fitted
with controls and steering fore and aft.
The remaining three were no longer Army Co-operation aircraft but classed as
fighters. Only one aircraft is known to be
fitted with a radio making communication with other aircraft possible.
The Hinds had an unlucky start. It would
seem that an aircraft was damaged in
transit from the UK and two others
(including Nr.70) crashed within the first
few weeks of use. This might explain why
there are so few photos of the type in
circulation.

All of the aircraft were painted in the
standard temperate scheme of dark
But the problem was not only limited to
green and earth. We do know that like
the patrol work. There was a need to
all IAC of this era the Hinds were painted
raise the combat worthiness of the fightwith the new IAC roundel the Ying Yang
er force and to that end the Army Coroundel of orange and green. She doesn't
operation Squadron was consumed into
seem to have carried the white square
No. 1 Fighter Wing. Lysanders had sudbackground on
denly become fighters.
the fuselage
The delivery of the Hawker Hinds in 1939 roundel. The
undersides were
might under other circumstances have
painted in the
been a welcome addition to the fleet.
tricolour with
the a/c number
in large black
numbers.

Affairs of the Hart!
The Hawker Hart is one of a
family of aircraft all designed by the great Sydney
Camm in at the end of the
1920’s and its clean lines
make it a very attractive
example of the post-WWI
biplanes.

The production values of the kit
are extremely high with some
very finely detailed surfaces for
the mixed construction of the
original. Much like the famous
Hurricane the aircraft was a hybrid of aluminum sheet metal
and tubular framing covered in
canvas.

The Hart was built as a light
bomber and would be
joined by the Audax (an
Army Co-operation aircraft) , the Hawker Demon
which was built as a fighter,
the Hawker Osprey as naval
reconnaissance and fighter
aircraft . In addition there
were some sub-variants of
the Hart such as the Hardy
and Hartebeest.
Our interest lies with the
Hawker Hind. This was built
in 1931 as a replacement for
the Hart (Specification
G7/34) and the main differences compared to the earlier
Hart was a new powerplant, (the Rolls Royce Kestrel V) and
the inclusion of refinements from the earlier derivatives
such as the cut-down rear cockpit developed for
the Demon. The fist prototype was flown in 1934 and the
first production example a year later in 1935. The rapid
development being facilitated by the existence of the Hart
production line. The Hind entered service with the RAF in
1935 serving with 20 bomber squadrons.
It would be a big seller on the international stage as well
being sold to far flung parts of the world such as Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Latvia , Persia , Portugal, South Africa ,
Switzerland and of course the Irish Free State
A specialized version for training was developed form the
bomber and these were also bought by Ireland. Interestingly enough the Hawker Hector was developed as a Army Cooperation aircraft based on the Hind but fitted with the
troublesome Nappier Dagger II engine.

This is the 1/48 AMG Hawker Hart kit 48902
which was released in 2018 . There is also a
1:72 version of this kit and those unfamiliar
with AMG would do well to check out some of
their kits.
The kit is moulded in light grey plastic, has
some 9 sprues, a large PE-sheet, a transparent
cockpit instrument panel film and wire for the
rigging.

into trainers as opposed to light bombers these being
67,68 and 69 being. The work being carried out by in 1938
General Aviation at Hanworth.
Serial

Formerly

Status

67

RAF K5446

Withdrawn October 1944

68

RAF K5559

Withdrawn November 1943

69

RAF K6712

Withdrawn June 1940

70

RAF K5415

Written off July 1940

71

RAF K6755

Written off September 1940

72

RAF K6781

Withdrawn August 1944

It is interesting in all of the materials I have on the Air Corps
the Hind is one of the most elusive. Very few photos of it
are in circulation and of those it is only No.70 (the subject
of John Healy’s model). However a quick look at the above
explains it; three of the aircraft were written off within less
than 3 months.

The Irish Air Corps bought 6 of the Hawker Hind all of which
Obviously their introduction into service didn’t go to well.
were sourced form ex-RAF stocks on June1 1940 . The aircraft were numbered 67– 72.Three of these were converted

For the Irish Air Corps builder its good to know
that all the parts necessary to build a Hind are
included in the box but you are going to have
to do your homework as the instructions do
not detail the differences or show which parts
are particular to the Hind as opposed to the
Hart.
Good references on the type are necessary and
one could do no better to pick up one of Alex
Crawfords “The Hawker Hart family” Mushroom Models book .

What can I say about the kit?
It's probably the nicest 1/48 scale kit that I've
built in 52 years of modeling. It's that good. It's
molded with finesse and everything fit perfectly. It does have a couple of minor flaws.
The first of these is the fact that it features seven exhaust pipes on each side. The Rolls Royce
Kestrel that powered the Hind was a twelve cylinder engine. The solution is to remove one pipe
from both exhaust pipe panels and adjust the fit
before committing glue. Weird, but simple to
correct.

John Healy coverts the AMG 1:48
Hawker Hart to build this beautiful

The kits other flaw is the colors for the RAF
roundels on the decal sheet. The blue is far too
light, miles from the correct Ultramarine
shade. This is the reason I ended up building an
Irish Hind. I have a couple of very nice Max Decals sheets for Irish Air Corps subjects.
I had intended to use these to build an Irish Lysander and Bristol fighter. The sheets also include markings for a Hind.
These allowed me to build this unique model.

Irish Air Corps Hawker Hind.
This is the 1/48 AMG Hawker Hart kit converted to a Hind. It's really a simple job to
make a Hind from this kit as all of the parts
needed are in the box.
Basically I used the appropriate top wing
center section of two provided, along with
the cut down Demon style gunner's position.
The Hind featured a tail wheel, unlike the
skid equipped Hart and the parts are provided in the kit. However, they looked a bit
fragile and I substituted a tail wheel from
an old Otaki Spitfire. It's about the right
size and is far more robust.
The build sequence progressed much as
one would expect starting out with the
well detailed interior. In fact the first 20
steps of the instructions deal with all of
the detail within the fuselage and the result is pretty complete when compared to
the original.
If you are looking for additional colour
photos of the Hind Joe Maxwell’s “irish Air
Corps—an illustrated guide” has some very
nice phots of the Hind in the Shuttleworth
collection

Interior painting
I used Humbrol enamels for the interior with the
exception of the wood panel on the gunner's
floor. That was created with artists oil paint
wiped over Tamiya
acrylic sand. The interior fabric areas were
recreated with Humbrol brick red lightly
over sprayed with a
highly diluted Humbrol
light grey to simulate
red dope used as primer on British aircraft
fabric. Hind/Hart/
Demon, etc... interior
colors varied with
black, grey, silver, and
interior grey-green
being the most common colors used. I
elected to go with grey
tubular structure and
grey-green fittings and
panels.

The fine detailing of the model is on display here with the
use of PE to build up the some
of the radiator detail.
Here under you can see the
nicely detailed Lewis gun on
the rear deck complete with
PE—ring sight and extra ammunition drums.

The finished look of the cockpit interior is excellent. As a fighter bomber the aircraft had a two man crew and there
is plenty going on in here. Be careful about which aircraft you wish to model as Nr. 67-69 were converted to trainers
and would have dual controls fore and aft.

The detailing on the tail area is very evident
from this picture. The finesse of the moulded
plastic is clearly on display

Painting the exterior
The exterior paintwork Xtracolor RAF dark earth/
dark green over Tamiya bare metal silver undersides. This bare metal shade is a good match for
British aluminum lacquer once you clear coat it. I
rigged the plane with stainless steel wire and EZ
Line.

Discovering some of Youtubes gems and Airfix’s finest
Youtube is a great recourse for modellers and history buffs in general as it allows us free access to a huge store of information and moving images not just form the present but also form the past. In the last year amongst many other channels I have been enjoying the
gems to be found on the Youtube channel PPDUB73. It contains 8mm camera footage taken over years by Dubliner XX . The channel is
run by his son XX and has some 96 videos of footage of (military) aviation and racing cars through the late 60’s right through to the early
2000’s . The footage ; home movies we used to call them; are primarily of Irish subjects or in an Irish setting.
We would like to bring it under your attention as a reference source particularly as some of the subject matter isn’t well covered or entirely unique. The fact that these are films allows us also to view these subjects moving in a manner which we might never see again in
the flesh. We also want to match this resource with recent release of model kits of IAC subject and showcase some of the work of a contributor Mr. Keith Sherwood.
The release in 2021 of the new Airfix 1:48 De Havilland Chipmunk T.10 (A04105) gave Keith the chance to build this
beautiful model of IAC 169.
Featuring a full interior and a rendition of the DHC Gypsy
Major 4-cylinder engine the kit is a beautiful example of the
quality of modern Airfix kits. Refined panel lines, restrained
fabric detail and some great rivet and strap detail. Featuring
some 70+ parts and five colour schemes (decals are by Cartograf ) with full stencil data the kit is great value for money. Unlike some of the previous Airfix releases like the 1:48 Walrus
and 1:72 Gladiator and Magister there are no IAC decal options
in the box.

scheme and the dayglo is faded to represent this. Decals have
been modified from a Max Decals sheet to represent an aircraft
later in IAC service and of course an excuse to use some more
dayglo.
The Chipmunks were delivered in 1952 in a batch of 12 (Nr. 164175)with an additional two delivered in 1965 (Nr. 199 and 200).
These were attrition replacements for 174 and 175 which were
The only extras Keith added were some seatbelts and a tiny bit written off in 1963. The rest soldiered on till the mid 70’s till the
of detailing on the propeller boss. Late service IAC Chippies flew early 80’s. A picture of 169 with a digital-style fuselage number
without spinners. The colour scheme also represents the late- on the scrap heap in Baldonnel exists.

Airfix DH Vampire T11 kit (A02058) released way back in 2012 but features regularly in the re-release schedules (A02058A) up to 2022. This was a welcome
release for modellers given the popularity of the aircraft with foreign air forces including
IAC. Featuring recessed panel lines and some nice cockpit detail the kit was a large step
up on the previous offerings.
The aircraft also features heavily in some of the home movies footage on PPDUB73
Youtube channel including some great actions shots in full colour of the Vampire at the
1968 Ballyfree airshow. This was all pre-Ramestein so plenty of low over the crowd flying
and throwing the aircraft around the sky to the delight of all present. Other footage includes the 4 ship formation practicing over Rathcoole for the 1966 commemoration of
the 1916 Rising. Check out the channel.

Keith Sherwood’s finished his
Airfix 1:72 model as Nr. 186 and the dayglow
panels giving the otherwise clean silver finish a
nice touch of colour and all set off with the Max
Decals. The detail in the cockpit is shown off to
good effect with the open canopy. As the photo
above shows these aircraft got dirty and what I
like is the colour differentiation between the
wooden fuselage and the metal gun tray where
her 4 x 20mm Hispano cannon.

The Conversion
This conversion is based on the 1/24 scale Meng F-350 Super Duty model kit (CS-001). It is unclear what model year the
kit and the prototype vehicle are, but it is clear they are both the Ford F-350 platform of recent years. An obvious benefit
of the kit it is that it is representing a four wheel drive version, and an equally obvious challenge is that it represents an
extended, four door cab,
and the prototype vehicle
has a standard, two door
cab.
The first step in the build
was to get some sense of
where the cab and chassis
should logically be cut, and
what elements of the cab
should be kept for use.

Photos 1 – 4 illustrate the
modifications required to
convert the cab. You
should note, a portion of
the rear wall of the cab was kept, in order
to establish rear door jambs, and for bed
attachment.

Nick Haskell uses Meng’s 1:24 F-350 Super Duty kit
to build an Irish Army Ranger Wing SRV
The Pick-up
The Irish Ranger SRV is based on the Ford F-series, four-wheel drive pickup. The first Ford F-type trucks where produced in
1984, with a variety of body styles and weight ratings. The ‘Super Duty’ range was introduced in 1998 and covers trucks over
the 3.9t category, being bigger heavier trucks they are built on a strong ladder frame style chassis with heavy duty suspension,
brakes and axles to allow a higher payload and towing weights. The F350 Super Duty has a large array of options including two,
or 4 wheel drive, a choice of wheel bases, and different size cabs.

The Kit
Meng produced a Ford F350 Super Duty in 1:24 USA, the model kitted by Meng is the 3 rd Generation Super Duty
(12th Generation F series confusingly) with the bigger double cab, 4x4 drive train with the single rear wheel axle and the 6.7l V8
‘Power Stroke’ Diesel engine. The kit is molded in black styrene and
presented on seven parts trees plus separate cab shell and chassis
frame, one tree molded in
gray styrene, one tree molded
in clear, one tree of chromeplated parts, and five Continental tires in rubber (vinyl).
(After Rich Ellis Britmodeller)

You will also see that the suspension has
been modified, including wire coil springs
and spacers, in the front. In addition to
leveling the right height, the real coil
springs look better than the kit parts.

The rear suspension remained stock.
New shock absorbers were scratch built
and added. The steering is posable.

Photos 5 – 8 illustrate various body and related modifications. The gunner’s deck in the bed is constructed of
1/16” styrene rod, as is the roll bar element. The half door frames use 1/16” rod for framing and sheet styrene
for panels. There are pouches mounted on the outside, which are made of styrene, with lead foil used to represent the flaps on top.
A communications rack is located in the center of the dashboard, using scrap styrene. The grill guard and winch
are mostly styrene, except for the horizontal headlight protectors, which like the prototype are thin wire. The
smoke grenade launchers are made of aluminum tubing. The pioneering tools on the hood are scratch built –
the shovel is carefully bent sheet aluminum, with a receiver for a handle formed in place.

Figures 9 – 12 represent various stages of detailing. The parts are mostly remnant bits from unused photoetch sets, wire, and
styrene. The weapons and rear pintle are purchased from Shapeways. As it is so obvious, particular attention was paid to the
gunner’s deck and ring. This is largely representative, as I was unable to find a clear image. The headlight and taillight covers are
lead foil, with brass etch “snaps” on the corners, per the prototype.

Interior Green

NATO Black

NATO Brown

The finished model was
then painted with Vallejo US interior green,
green
with NATO black and
brown added for camo.

The tires and wheels are
from Fireball Modelworks and are larger in size than the prototype – an
artistic decision by me – thought they looked better than the stock tires.
Weathering includes several washes of diluted Life Color Dust I applied
with a brush, followed by stippled camo grey.
This was a challenging and enjoyable build. The Meng kit is very good
and serves as a good platform for this conversion. Should you decide to
do this, take the time to carefully consider your cut locations for the cab
and chassis. As I recall, they are not in the same place – that is, in order
to keep body mounts in place, the two cuts are slightly staggered. Similarly, keep in mind how the transmission tunnel sets up when cut, and
how you might in later steps attach front and rear driveshafts.
(Nick Haskell 2021)

Army Ranger Wing SRV’s
The subject of this modelling article is a so-called Special Reconnaissance Vehicle (SRV) used by the
Irish Army Ranger Wing (ARW) which is the Special Forces unit of the Irish Defence Forces. Sometimes
these vehicle are referred to as Special Operations Vehicle (SOV).
Established on the 16th March 1980 the ARW or 'Sciathán Fianóglach an Airm' as Gaelige, its formation was widely seen at home as a response to the threat posed by the paramilitary violence of the
pervious decade. The Army had come to the realization that it would need a cadre of military specialist
to call upon to carry out irregular missions not suited to the conventional Defence Forces.
In their inception the ARW was conceived as a small force drawn form all ranks of the 3 services
who would after a grueling vetting process be trained over 40 week period in specialist tasks
eventually returning to their units. The task of the Rangers are divided across the so-called
Green and Black operations namely classic special forces task of the Army (green) and counterterrorism (black) operations. A noticeable shift herein has taken place from black to green operations since the end of the 1990’s as paramilitary threat receded and international deployments
under de auspices of various UN , EU and the Nordic Battle Group (yes you read that correctly)
have increased.
It is these changes which have led to the acquisition of the Ford 350 SRV and the associated support team of vehicles (3 x ACMAT VLRA tactical support vehicle). 13 SRV’s in total were bought in 2004 and fitted with the
WMIK (Weapons Mount Installation Kit) by Ricardo Engineering . The vehicle is armed with FN 7.62mm GPMG and Browning M2 heavy machinegun .50cal and /or the Heckler & Koch GMG 40mm automatic grenade launcher. These vehicles
have typically crewed by three.

Peace sells ….but who’s buying?
These SRV’s have been used extensively as the ARW are often sent in on UN operations as element of a Quick Reaction
Force where Ireland is part of the contingent . The present use of the SRV is often attributed to the experiences with socalled gun trucks used by Irish UN troops in Somali in 1993. In “Shadow Warrior-The Irish Army Ranger Wing ” O’Brien and
Fitzgerald recount how a Irish –Indian UN supply convoy came under fire which resulted in the deaths of 9 of the attackers
with no casualties incurred by the UN troops. The Irish troops involved were apparently ARW.

ARW missions would follow in East Timor in 1999, Liberia in 2003 were a ranger was killed in a vehicle accident.
The first operational use of the Ford SRV was in Chad in 2008 when the ARW were sent in ahead of the deployment of 97th Battalion on the European Union Force Chad/Central African Republic mission. The ARW was an
Initial Entry Force together with other EUFOR special forces that conducted special reconnaissance within the
Irish assigned south eastern Chad area of operations.

Operations would continue into 2019 when ARW Task Unit and staff officers participate in the UN Multidimensional
Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA). This
in intelligence and operational
roles, on 4-month rotations for
two years.

ARW operators in their SRV in Chad proudly displaying their excess baggage and Build your own Power Ranger ?
lack of faces. There is a Value Gear product in there somewhere, eh Steve? The Well you can follow the route Nick took in
use of the tricolors in many of these photos also seems to suggest that Bord
1:24 scale and use this article as a guide.
Failte have done a deal with the ARW for these covert operations.
Alternatively you can use the Meng 1:35
To find out more its is recommended that you read “Shadow Warriors: The Irish scale kit (VS-006) and carry out similar
Army Ranger Wing” by Paul O’Brien and Wayne Fitzgerald. Published in 2020 conversion on
this kit.
with full access to the serving and past members of the ARW the book represents a fascinating insight to the unit. Available at all good book shops and Amazon

The Irish contingent were primarily tasked with conducting
long-range reconnaissance
patrols (LRRP) and deployed as
part of a Germanled ISTAR Task Force.

There is also the option to use the 1/35
Vajra Miniature Ford F-350 Super Duty
Pick-Up kit. Roy Kinsella has a build in the
Armorama Archive. Unfortunately the
Photobucket monster has eaten all the
pictures.

14 ARW operators are reported to be involved per rotation.
In February 2020, three ARW
personnel were injured when
an IED blast hit the armoured
patrol vehicle they were travelling in, 70 km east of Gao .
The number injured suggest
they were in a SRV at the time
but the sources are not clear,
they did all recover quickly.

There is also a 3D model available for
printing from CGTrader.com site. I will
come back to this as I plan om printing
one off .
And last but not least Hobby Den in Kildare have produced a 1:72 version in
2012.
Its current availability is not clear.

just a pretender?
Released in 2013 the Kittyhawk‘ss kit dethroned the Trumpeters release of the Dauphin II but what do you get in the box? Dave Wallace
shows us how he used the Kittyhawk ‘ss 1:48 SA365F/AS 565SA Dauphin II to model the IAC SA365FI . Truth be told the Kittyhawk kit is more a
AS565 Panther than a IAC Dauphin 365Fi but its quiet close out of the box. But first a little introduction to the Dauphin II
I in IAC service.
The ‘I’ for Irish
In December 1982 the Department of Defence announced the ordering of 5 Aerospatiale SA365F Dauphin 2. The type was given the appellation ‘Fi’ to designate the inclusion of a state of the art electronic flight instrument system (EFIS) and the IAC were
the first customer for this avionics fit. The aircraft represented a quantum leap forward in sophistication over the old Aloutette III and with two of the five outfitted for
use on the Navy Patrol Vessel LE Eithne they were to give the Defence Forces a capability it could only dream of.

they gave the more was expected and the SAR commitments proved a heavy burden
for what is a very small force.

Sea legs and camps

Dauphin 244 and 245 were fitted
with crashproof fuel tanks, beefed
up undercarriage and hydraulically
operated harpoon for use on Naval
patrols for fishery protection duties.
The first of the aircraft were delivered in September 1984 but there followed a long All 5 aircraft were fitted for SAR
work-up period for aircraft , flight crew but also ground crew and deliveries continu- tasks with winches, powerful searchlights and a inflatable flotation system for emering on until December 1986. Costing IR £20M in 1980’s money and a annual total cost gency landings in water. The interior had a adjustable seating allowing the cabin to
of ownership tipping in at 3.5M per aircraft these were for Irish standards expensive be easily adapted to the mission both a SAR, VIP and general air support to the Army.
They were even fitted with skis during emergency operations in the heavy snows of
to own and operate but gave the Air Corps a capability and reach it didn’t have but
this would prove in many ways the downfall of the Dauphin in Irish Service; The more January 1987.

From 1987 onwards they took over the SAR missions form the Alouette III and within
the remit of their technical limitation gave sterling service. With a range of only 110
-140 nautical miles her legs were simply not long enough for the huge maritime
area which they were responsible for. Bases would be opened in Finner Camp and
later Sligo, Shannon and Waterford to increase coverage but with such a small fleet
the Air Corps always struggled with the work load. Cooperation between the RAF
and the RNLI on SAR mission however was always very good.
From 1991 onwards the first of a series of government contracts for SAR services
were awarded to private firms flying Sea Kings to improve the coverage range and
service. This signaled the beginning of the end for the Dauphin. The fatal crash of
aircraft 248 on the 1st of July 1999 with the loss of all on board helped speed up the
end with the first of the remaining 4 being phased out in 2003 and the last in 2006.
The aircraft having accumulated between 5500-6000 flight hours were sold off refurbished, repainted in a Rambo-esque colour scheme , featured in the Kittyhawk kit,
and a slick marketing campaign all four were sold to Chili Navy where they still serve.

Kittyhawk 1/48 SA.365F Dauphin II KH80108

Max Decals Set 4820, Irish Air Corps 1990-2010.

The Little Prince or...

The bloody doors !
The Kittyhawk version
SA.365F isn’t the correct
version as used by the Irish
Air Corps as theirs is listed
as SA.365Fi. This partially
because the kit represent a
modern Dauphin and the
Irish ones date from the
mid 1980’s so there are
differences. Despite the
commercial success of the
Dauphin there doesn’t
seem to be a huge amount
of literature let alone any dedicated modelers books out there to help us in determining all of these differences. The most glaring shortcoming of the kit are the style of
rear doors and windows but more of that later and the other issues and we will detail
them in the cheat sheet

The bloody windows !
Only the addition of some wires would help to
add that little extra detail.
Its quiet difficult to find interiors photos of the
IAC’ Dauphins so the seating arrangement in
the rear cabin may vary particularly for SAR
mission. The use of modular floor anchor points
means the configuration can be quickly changed
out. There needs to be room in there for a
stretcher and medical equipment . The French
Navy operate both Dauphins and Panthers in
the SAR configuration so checking out some o
the on-lines
on
sources is advisable

Opening the box

I ran into the problems when trying to fit the numerous clear parts that make up the
windshield, pilots doors and windows together with the rear doors. These parts were
removed, fitted and removed again and still wouldn't fit correctly. On the last occasion I
removed the center console and fitted again to see if this was the issue. I ended up accepting what I had and got on with it using Plastic Card, Filler, Micro Krystal Klear and
Superglue to hold the numerous clear parts together and in place.

The kit comes in a rather small and tightly packed box filled to the brim with plastic and
includes 8 sprues , a small PE sheet with harnesses and instrument panel and two decal
sheets one for the instrument panel and the other for the four colorful options one of
which is ex-IAC 247 in the Rambo camouflage scheme but with an Italian flag instead of
an Irish one. More on that later.

You can see all the various fillers used in this photo. There was a gap of about 4-5mm on
the Portside between the pilot's door windshield which I used Micro Krystal Klear to fill
and then completely dry, used plastic putty to build up.

The build starts with the assembly of the main rotor shaft and blades and only moves on
to the cockpit from step 3 onwards. One of the differences between the Kittyhawk kit is
the way in which they have engineered the kit; the cockpit and cabin are built up as a
modular unit and the fuselage is built up out of individual panels around that and this
fitting into a ventral tub. All of the panels need to align and that makes for interesting fit
issues.

The model is now ready for paint. The Dauphin is
light grey with red undersides, rotor cap, banding
IAC light
on the tail and tailets with the upper gear box
White
Signal Red
grey
finished in white with a blue cheat line. Max Decals list this
main colour as light grey but the exact colour
match was difficult to find as in photographs of the real aircraft it looks a slightly off
white colour. A fellow modeller friend had some contacts within the Irish Air Corp give
the correct colour match for the grey. IAC Grey : 70% XF-80 Royal Light Grey +25% XF-2
white+5% XF-23 Light Blue (all Tamiya)

But I decided to push ahead anyway. Sometimes you just want the fun of modelling and
not worry about inaccuracies. Everything started
While there were PE
off great with a beautiful
Seat Belts for the Pilot
colour PE fret for the
seats there were none
cockpit dials. The center
supplied for the 8 rear
console was painted with
seats . I made these
Tamiya LP-3 and then
with Tamiya masking
dials picked out with coltape and Aluminium
oured Gel Pens. The
foil.
whole cockpit was then
given a gloss coat of AK
Intermediate Gauzy Shine
Enhancer. The cockpit
floor is nicely detailed
with anti-slip pattern howev- I had already assembled and painted the Rotary Motor and Blades. So I dry fitted them
with some of the outer fuselage parts and the build was going quiet well despite all the
er I am not sure if that it
rumors of problems.
should carry through to the rear cabin and in general the detailing in the cabin is excellent.

On to the paint

Max Decals 48020 Irish Air Corps Selection 1990-2010
The decals used were taken from 48020 sheet which include marking for all Dauphin
except the ill-fated 248. The sheet includes some stencil details and the St Brendan the
Navigator symbol but not the 75th Anniversary badge. In fact this is only available in
1:72 included as an extra for the International Alouette sheet 7204 .
As the remaining Dauphins each carried the name of one of the members of fallen 248
crew on the gear house these are included. 244 carried the name of Dave O’ Flahtery.
The Max Decals went on beautifully and were fixed in place with
Micro Set and later a covering of Micro Set. used to get them to
confirm. The kit supplied decals for the rotary blades were very
thick and brittle and broke when I tried to bend around the
blades. Lots of Micro Set was used to get them to conform.

After letting the decals settle overnight I gave the whole
thing a coat of AK’s Intermediate Gauzy and left for the rest
of the day to cure. The following day came the moment of
truth and removing the clear part masks. I was very happy
with how they appeared especially after all the handling and
fitting problems I had had with them.

Fitting out
After looking at more photographs of the real aircraft I decided to try and scratch build an antenna system as with the
real thing. The spares box came into play there and with a
few 1/72 aircraft parts it was very easy to mount the three
pieces required for this. Uschi Van Rosten Standard Rigging
thread was used for the cable
Next was to fit the winch and again looking at reference
photos I added ordinary black sewing thread from the winch
hook to a door bracket.

In conclusion
Out of the box you can produce a nice model of the Dauphin II.
Most modellers have commented that they enjoyed the build. It
leaves the older Trumpeter kit way behind and is the best 1:48
option if you want an IAC Dauphin II. The later boxing of this kit
( KH80107) includes exactly the same sprues with two extra including the short nose and the armoured tail boom for the US
versions. Unfortunately it doesn't include the earlier non-bulged
rear doors. There are quiet a few detail issues but the overall
dimensions are good and the look of the aircraft matches the
IAC Dauphins of the mid 1980’s.
Overall I was quite happy with the result. The fit issues were a
pain but not really that difficult to overcome. I really enjoyed
this build and look forward to building more helicopters.

Dauphin 1:72—meet
1:72—
the family

Kit : Dream Models AS 565
Panther (DM72008)

Kit : Matchbox SA365N Dauphin (40038)

Kit : Dream Models PLA Z9A (DM72002)

Kit : Dream Models AS 565
Panther (DM72008)

Scale : 1:72

Scale : 1:72

Scale : 1:72

Scale : 1:72

Builder : Dermot Moriarty

Builder : Dermot Moriarty

Builder : Little old me

Builder : Little old me

A/c 248

A/c 246

A/c 245

A/c : 247

Kit particulars

Kit particulars

Kit particulars

Kit particulars

•

•

This is the Matchbox kit released in 1983. Rereleased by Revell in 2002 as an American Coast
Guard aircraft. This model was built in 2019 by
Dermot featuring 246 as she was being readied for
shipping to the US after the sale to Rotorleasing in
XX.

•

•

The four remaining Irish Dauphins were sold to
Chile via Rotorleasing along side other Dauphin’s
already in service

•

The engine deck is scratch-built , undercarriage
door replaced, tail cut down and the nose cut off.
The bulk head detail added and the radar housing
lip added. In other words Dermot took this sow
ears and with made a silk purse of it.

•

This is also a Dream Models 72008. This particular
kit include the sprues for DM72001 with extra
parts for AS 565 Panther. The harpoon were only
fitted to 245 and 246 during Irish service.

•

The kit has a resin nose but the modeller will have
to add aerials and other bumps and lumps. The PE
included in the kit are useful for smaller details but
are rather 2-dimensional.

•

One other difference with the PLA Z-9A kit is that
this one includes the right shaped windows in the
roof.

•

Aircraft features a small tri-colour on the tail and
the applicable codes in grey are 247.

•

•

This Dream Models kit is one of 8 releases of Dauphin dating from 2015 onward featuring over various boxings the AS365N2/ AS565 /Dolphin HH-65
A-D/ Z-9A-D.
This particular kit include the sprues for DM72001
with extra parts for AS 565 Panther which includes
resin nose, photo etch parts including parts detailing the fuel dump on the underside. Irish decals
will have to be sourced from Max Decals or other
sources.
The rear doors are molded integrally and flush
with the fuselage so the issue in 1:48 with
Kittyhawk kit is avoided here. The shape of the
window is reasonably close too.

•

The kit features the right tail and a 11-blade Fenstrom blades.

•

Fit and detailing is good and light years ahead of
Matchbox/ Revell. Interior is adequate.

•

•

The Matchbox kit was till the arrival of the DM kit
in 2015 the only option for this popular helicopter
and many of the aftermarket products are designed for this. However you have your work cut
out with fuselage sides completely bereft of panel
lines or hatch detail , the underside are entirely
bare and featuring the 13-bladed Fenstrom and a

•

•

This kit has a different fuselage to DM72 0001/08
featuring the nose mounted FLIR and the absent
rear windows . If you buy the Dream Model kit
don’t use the Z-9A. However unlike 72008 it does
have the right forward lower window fit. Dermot
had to mask this off his.
I used DM72002 in combination with Roy Kinsella’s Dauphin resin set which had the resin nose,
Fenstrom and rear altimeter housing . Much of the
rest of the ventral equipment fit is missing or
wrong for an IAC Dauphin. Use the cheat sheet as
a guide.
The rear doors were engraved and the windows
chain-drilled out and detail added to the interior
doors. The kit features the right tail and a 11blade Fenstrom blades.
Decal HU-1 (unit) 50, 51 , 52, 53, (54 Duphin N2 )

The 248

248 at Finner Camp Donegal. Photo Frank Grealish

Dermot Moriarty built 248 using the
Dream Model kit and Max Decals.
Kit: Dream Model SA-565 Panther built
as a SA-365 Dauphin 2, Irish Air Corps,
S/N 248.
Paints: Halfords Primer, Revell Acrylics
with airbrush. Klear, Flory Models Wash,
satin W&N varnish.
Decals: Max Decals for Irish Air Corps
Extras: Cut open left door, added seats
& details to rear cabin. Scratchbuilt
winch using a aircraft droptank &
searchlight. 301 Squadron badge kindly
donated by a good friend.
Dauphin 248, callsign 'Rescue 111' was
tragically lost along with its crew on the
night of 1st/2nd July, 1999 at Tramore,
Co Waterford following a successful SAR mission..
Built as a tribute to the crew.
The names of the deceased crew were
added to each of the remaining a/c in
Squadron until the removal of the Dauphins from service.

Moving out the 246

Dermot Moriarty built 246 as she was
stripped for shipping at the end of her
time in service with the IAC. The photo
above was the inspirations for a model
using the old Matchbox kit.

The conversion involved cutting the upper engine housing into a number of
parts and adding a engine to the upper
hull and adding the nose minus the cover for the radar. He also made up new
gear doors and detailed them. The tail
was also chopped down to size.

The model was finished up using Revell
paints and Max Decals provided the
decals. The final result won Dermot a
bronze medal at the IPMS IRL 2019 and
the IPMS Ireland Aviation trophy.

This view along the ventral underside gives a
good impression of where a lot of the detailing on the Dauphin takes place.

245 -King of the Andes

The fuel dump system is in the middle and the
PE parts can be used. The various aerial are
also placed here.

2

The u/c bays are devoid of all detail so I added
a little. The lights (to be added later) are recessed either side of the front undercarriage
bay. Just aft of the front undercarriage bay is
double layered panel. These changes are not
in the Panther kit.
The fit of the Kinsella resin nose is good. Notice the two layers detailing the chin. This all
gives the nose its chunky look. I find the Panther kit resin nose somewhat skinny. You will
have to detail the top of the nose.

Building notes on a 1:72 ex-IAC Dauphin in colours
of the Chilean Navy
Using the Z-9WA boxing of the Dream Models kit(DM72002) I built an ex –IAC 365IF in service of
Chilean Navy. The four surviving IAC Dauphins were sold to Chile by Rotorlease in early 2000’s .
The Z-9WA boxing uses a different fuselage than the Panther release(DM72008) and as a result I
had to engrave the rear doors and cut out the rear windows. See photo below for a comparison of
the two fuselages. In addition to the kit I used a resin nose and part 1 cast by Roy Kinsella which he
had kindly sent me years ago. Furthermore there is a lot of extra detailing using Evergreen needed
to bring this up to scratch. Again use the Panther version and a lot but not all of these extra details
are in the box. For the extra detailing the cheat sheet can be used to see all the extra detail and there is a lot ! The vast majority of
this is on the underside and so can easily be missed. The use of the PE parts for some of this detail in the Panther kit is fine but
others are rather 2 dimensional. The Panther kit does feature a nice resin harpoon which you will need if you choose to make 244
or 245.

6

The Panther fuselage is the uppermost one and the
modified Z-9 is under it in this photo. Notice the difference in the size of the window (4) with my one. The
Panther looks better.

4

Furthermore I beefed up the tail base (2). In the kit
there is some reinforcing but I felt it was a tad skinny
and I had to drill a hole for a light.

1
The interior of the kit is pretty bare particularly the rear cabin and it will need some extra detailing. See the photos above.

2
5

One point to note is that the upper cockpit panel including the two overhead windows has a noticeable seamline when added to
the rest of the upper cowling and needs considerable work to remove. I added detail to the rear door interiors, none of its visible
later but its there.
The fit of the glass work all-round is very tight and some careful sanding will be needed to get everything lined up and square.

1

Part (1) is the second item form the Roy Kinsella resin
parts and its absent in the Dream Model kits entirely.
It’s a prominent feature and you will have to add it. I
also covered over the adjacent box with Evergreen as
on the photos of the IAC version I have it lacks the lattice finish.

3

As well as the fuel dump system (available as PE in the Panther ) there
is a whole series of ventral aerials unique to the IAC version. You will
have to scratch build these .Use the cheat sheet to
check these. I also added masking tape to detail
the texture of the flotation bags and added the
vent (5) on the starboard side. On the port side you
will have to add another detail (6) .

Next up is the paint scheme
and the Chile Navy livery is
an attractive Dark Sea Grey,
High- viz orange with red
ventral surfaces. Other
details are in gloss black and
the roto blades in grey and
edged in silver.

Dark Sea
Grey

Signal Red

Rotorleasing’s 247

I worked out the scheme
before hand using various
photos. I mixed the high-viz
orange using Tamiya X6
and X7 using the red to give
the orange more bite and
the decals were a mixture of
spares boxes for the national roundel and my own vectored– generated art work.

Orange

The IAC Dauphin’s were initially sold to Rotorleasing in the
US before being sold on to
Chile .

I made up the vectors for the decals using a collection of photos and sourced the Chile markings
form a Xtra-colors decal sheet for Hawker Hunters. Of the four remaining IAC aircraft I choose
two to represent with their Chilean Navy designation of 50, 51,. The 55 is for a standard Dauphin
365 as these operate alongside the ex-IAC’ aircraft. The HU-1 is the base designation; the choppers being stationed at Vina del Mar on the coast

Serial

IAC a/c
number

Armada de
Chile
a/c number

6202

247

50

6168

245

51

6124

244

52

6181

246

53

The photo right shows the mix
of kit parts and Evergreen add
-ins.
There 247 was painted in a
wrap around tactical scheme
of Forest Green and Tan. It’s
an attractive scheme and the
only markings carried is a
small Irish tri-colour on the tail
rotor with the serial number
in black and “247” in grey. I
have yet to do the artwork for
this.
I used Tamiya XF-5 Flat Green
and Tamiya XF-59 Desert Yellow but in retrospect XF-88
Dunkelgelb is a better fit.
There is an silk black anti-glare
panel and radar dome. The
fenstrom is gloss white with a
green hub.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Check the rotor head opening, the
Dream Model is too small. Also
add rotor head detailing such as
cables.
Screen in front of the air intake.
The fit of the inlet insert on the
Dream Model needs blending in.
Note presence of a raised circular
mount and T-shaped aerial.
Screen in front of intake and aerial
starboard side roof window .
Hinge and ball detail on radar
housing
Add extra panel to the housing
underside
Mask off the cockpit glass both
sides. There is also an small air
vent on the starboard side.
Add the tie-down eyes
Check the shape of rear window
and rails. Door is flush with the
fuselage.
Anti-slip pattern on the ledge
Add the hi-power search light
Detail the undercarriage
Check the fuselage hatch detail
Note shape of the housing on the
ventral underside. It house a light
and other details . This is missing
on both the Dream Models, Trumpeter and Kittyhawk kits.
Whip aerial between the engine
outlets— possibly two styles used
over the duration of service life.
Add this hatch detail as its missing
on both 1;72 and 1:48 kits
Single blade antennae
Hockey stick antennae at the rear
of boom.
Light in the base of the tail
Add GPS (?)
Add a panel hatch plate
Starboard vent intake on access
panel.
Pitot tubes; note the difference
between starboard and port
Floatation bags
Pair of lights by wheel bay and
main gear
Stacked panels
Fin aerial
Pair of arrowhead aerials
Panel aerial
Winch (starboard)
Harpoon (only for 245 and 246)
note the recces.
Fuel dump pipe (?). Note circular
panels
Mast aerial and antennae

Dauphin cheat sheet
1

15

3
2

33

4

21

13

5

9

20

10

6

7

8

11

27

28

12

14

16

17

19

18

15

11
32

24

18

17

19

6
33

29

7

25

14

28

33

22

23
31
26

23

30
30

25

30

5

3

23
7
5
Phots collected form a series of resources over the years but include Irish Air Pic/ F. Grealish, P.
Murphy and Joe Maxwell .
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Go mairidís beo

Go mairidis beo– that they may survive was the credo of the small group of men and women of the IAC’ss Search and Air rescue services.
On the night of 1st/2nd July, 1999 at Tramore, Co Waterford the Dauphin helicopter (248) crew members Capt Dave O’Flaherty
Flaherty (30) from Lucan, Capt Mick Baker (28) from Wexford, Sgt Paddy Mooney (34) from Meath and Cpl Niall Byrne (25) from Dublin died shortly
after midnight on July 2nd, 1999, while returning from a successful rescue mission off the Waterford coast when their helicopter hit a sand dune in thick fog.
At 21:02, the Marine Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) Dublin, contacted the SAR Waterford detachment, with initial details of its
ts first mission. The total Flight Duty Period (FDP) of the crew at the time of launch decision was 14 hrs 30 mins. The tasking
taski involved a 15
foot yellow boat, which had become lost off Dungarvan, Co. Waterford, in very bad visibility with a sick child aboard. MRCC tasked
ed the Helvick Inshore Lifeboat and the Dauphin crew from Waterford. The Lifeboat went to the scene, but was initially unable to find the casualty as the Lifeboat was not radar equipped. The Dauphin with callsign 'Rescue 111',was launched to help in locating the casualty,
ty, with its on-board
on
radar equipment. In the event, Helvick Lifeboat located the casualty and subsequently requested the helicopter to provide
navigational assistance back to Helvick Pier, as the Lifeboat’s GPS navigation system was not functioning correctly. During the mission, the crew were advised that the weather conditions at Waterford Airport were deteriorating and the Aircraft Commander decided to
return to base.
Such were the conditions that the crew carried out two unsuccessful Instrument Landing System (ILS) approaches to Runway (RWY) 21
1 at Waterford Airport and carried out a go-around
go
after each one. The crew then advised Waterford Control Tower that they were then
going to carry out a “coastal approach”. At 23:35, in its last significant transmission, the crew advised MRCC “We’ve
ve had to overshoot Waterford Airport due to weather, we can’t
can get in. We’re doing an approach to Tramore Bay this time and if we can get down, we’re
going to land in the bay area somewhere”. MRCC acknowledged this and requested to be kept updated. This was acknowledged by the crew at 23:35:50 hrs, in what was to be the final message. During a probable go-around from this approach, ‘Rescue 111’ impacted
sand dunes, some 14 meters high, adjacent to Tramore Strand. There were no survivors. At the time of the accident the crew had been on duty for 16 hrs 40 mins.
The panorama photo above is overlooking the spot were the accident occurred.
The four crew were awarded posthumous distinguished-service medals by the State nine years after the crash.
Taken form "The Irish Air Corps - an illustrated history". J Maxwell & P. J. Cummins
(All photos D. Moriarty used with permission)

